
A one-of-a-kind container liner 
featuring MAP technology
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“Every year, 
roughly 1.3 billion 
tonnes of food 
produced in the 
world gets lost 
or wasted.”

It is true that the greatest portion of food waste happens at 

consumer level. However, part of the food produced in the 

world for human consumption already gets lost in the supply 

chain during transport and storage. In times of climate 

change and food shortages, this is a major concern. Not least 

because it also results in financial loss.

Many soft commodities are sensitive to moisture, oxidation 

or insect infestation. Conventional packaging methods using 

kraft paper, cardboard sheets, jute bags and desiccants rather 

contribute to the problem than solve it, and adversely affect 

the preservation conditions in shipping containers. What if 

there was a solution to this?
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The challenges we are facing

FOOD WASTE
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VQPCARGOCLIMA

Are you ready for the next step in 
Modified Atmosphere Packaging?
VacQPack, specialist in bio treatments and packaging, and 

Eceplast, manufacturer of liner bags for containers, have 

joined forces to develop a one-of-a-kind container liner: the 

CargoClima! 

This innovative liner is made from a multi-layer film consisting 

of PE, PA and EVOH. It is hermetically closable and easy to 

install. Modified atmosphere helps to prevent condensation, 

oxidation and insect problems thus maintaining the quality 

of the product and extending its shelf life. 

What’s more, the treatment is non-toxic and curative. That is 

how organic goods maintain their organic status, also during 

transport and storage. Food safety and food quality are our 

highest priority!

NutsBeansGrainsSeeds

Spices Tea Granules Others

A solution that would protect your soft commodities? Seeds, 

grains, beans, nuts, you name it, even organic products. We 

have been known for using vacuum and MAP technology 

for various packaging solutions. All in non-toxic and organic 

way. Protecting bulk commodities in shipping containers, 

however, has always had its own challenges. Now, we are 

not afraid of a challenge and we are proud that we have been 

able to tackle this one!

Bulk commodities in shipping containers

WATCH THE VIDEO
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VacQPack specializes in bio treatments of bulk commodities. 

This involves lowering O2 levels by replacing the air with 

carbon dioxide or nitrogen. Our bio treatment, known as the 

three-weapon system, combines:

low pressure;

low oxygen by adding inert gases (CO² or N²);

temperature.

1

LOW
OXYGEN
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TEMPERA-
TURE
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LOW PRESSURE Bio treatment

THREE-WEAPON SYSTEM
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Sustainable Development Goal 12.3 aims to reduce food 

losses along production and supply chains by 2030. The 

CargoClima contributes to the reduction of just that.

PREVENT FOOD LOSS

We and Eceplast can take care of the entire life cycle of our 

liner bags. From design to re-use of the raw materials. All to  

achieve a zero-waste loop.

EMBRACE CIRCULARITY

Liners in all shapes and sizes

OPTIONS

CargoClima for packaged goods

CargoClima with top loading spouts

CargoClima with end loading spouts

Standard, high cube, 20ft, 30ft, 40ft… Shipping containers come in all shapes and sizes. And so do our liners. They are 

ideal for goods that need to be shipped and stored in a dry environment where they are protected against moisture, 

oxidation and insect infestation. The CargoClima can be customized to fit your requirements.



VQP Vietnam
info@vacqpack.vn
+84 90 99 71 439

VQP USA
info@vacqpackusa.com
+1 866 517 4699

VacQPack  

Head office

P.O. Box 22, 4254 ZG Sleeuwijk

The Netherlands

www.vqp-group.com

info@vacqpack.com

+31 183 70 01 37

Visiting address

Tol 14, 4251 PX  Werkendam

The Netherlands

VQP India
info.in@vacqpack.com
+91 22 2285 0615

ANY QUESTIONS?

Contact us
Our advisors are available and 
ready to inform you

VQP Argentina
info@vacqpack.ar
+54 11 4331 5257

VQP UK
info@vacqpack.co.uk
+44 203 9919885

VQP Spain
info@vacqpack.es
+34 93 321 13 96

VQP Germany 
info@vacqpack.de
+49 322 21093565

VQP Poland
info@vacqpack.pl
+31 85 049 85 20

VQP Belgium 
info@vacqpack.be
+32 35 41 27 92

VQP Brazil
info.br@vacqpack.com 
+55 13 3219 1761

VQP Italy
info@vacqpack.it
+39 010 471 41 17

VQP France
info@vacqpack.fr
+33 967 15 65 52

Eceplast has produced and developed 
liner bags for containers since 1995.

VacQPack specializes in MAP and 
bio treatments for soft commodities.

CargoClima is the product of a 
partnership between: 


